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Abstract: State-of-the-art software development and engineering techniques are in high demand for 
increased code quality and usability. Important best practices include licensing, unified software 
development, version control for software and data, as well as Continuous Integration (CI) and Continuous 
Delivery (CD) solutions. This project showcases the application of best practices in software development 
and software engineering to AWP-ODC-OS, for a fully integrated software infrastructure designed with 1) 
a clear and transparent license structure for software and data, 2) well-documented and continuously tested 
examples and benchmarks, and 3) a significant reduction of development time through fast and automated 
status reports on the software's health. 
 
Intellectual Merit: The implemented continuous integration and delivery structure for AWP-ODC-OS 
through this project demonstrates the layout of the respective repositories and provides insights on the 
technical aspects of the important software and data implementation. We use the established BSD3 license 
for all software products and waivers (CC0) for all data products. This practice provides a structure for inter-
institutional collaboration. The CI and CD pipelines, using the open-source continuous delivery server 
GoCD (Apache License 2.0),  schedule work to agents, running on local machines and remote XSEDE 
resources, e.g., TACC's Stampede or SDSC's Comet. The CI/CD pipelines implemented automatically 
analyze AWP-ODC-OS from simple sanity checks, e.g., memory debugging, towards a continuous 
verification on supercomputing infrastructure. This transformation towards modern and comprehensive 
software and engineering practices starts with AWP-ODC-OS, tailored to SCEC’s community overall open 
source needs, with the potential to extend the CI/CD server setups into the public clouds, e.g., Amazon's 
AWS EC2. 
 
Broader Impacts: The use of many-core and multi-core accelerators offers the prospect of decisively 
broaden the frequency band covered by seismic simulations, allowing researchers to predict ground 
motions at frequencies relevant for common dwellings (2-10 Hz). Advanced computational methods, 
including inelastic and/or nonlinear wave propagation alternatives, enhances the results of forward wave 
propagation simulations. This work helps translate basic research into practical products for reducing risk 
and improving community resilience. The project motivated and educated a diverse scientific workforce, 
from the undergraduate to early-career level, that integrates system science with high performance 
computing capabilities. 
 
Exemplary Figure: Figure 2 illustrates the continuous integration and delivery of AWP-ODC-OS in the 
software engineering process of building, testing and releasing. Commits to the public Git repository 
automatically trigger a suite of parallel and sequential tests, which increase in rigor as tests are passed. 
Public release occurs after the completion of output verification, in which a representative set of simulations 
are run and compared to reference solutions. 
 
1   Introduction 
 
AWP-ODC is a SCEC community code that supports large-scale ground motion simulations (Olsen, 1994, 
Cui et al., 2010, Cui et al., 2013a, Roten et al., 2016), and CyberShake hazard calculations (Cui et al., 
2013b). AWP-ODC-OS1 is published under BSD 2-Clause license on GitHub. The software is ported to 
GPU-based systems (Zhou et al., 2012, 2013, Cui et al., 2013), as well as CPU-based systems (Cui et  al., 
2010), including Intel Xeon Phi Knights Landing based systems (Tobin et al., 2017). Advanced 
computational methods have been added to the code, with inelastic and/or nonlinear wave propagation 
alternatives, which enhance the results of forward wave propagation simulations, including off-fault 
plasticity (Roten et al., 2016, 2017). Public users have access to this open source code, a recent outreach 
example was that a team led by Tsinghua University ran a 1976 Mw7.2 Tangshan earthquake scenario 
using 10 million Sunway cores on TaihuLight supercomputer, the ACM Gordon Bell winner in 2017 (Fu et 
al., 2017).  

Maintaining the open source AWP-ODC code development with many different branches is a significant 
technical challenge in recent years. The work of this project helps to overcome the software engineering 
challenges by preparing a continuous software development practice that regularly integrates code 

                                                   
1 AWP-ODC-OS is available from https://github.com/HPGeoC/awp-odc-os. 
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changes into a shared code repository. Efficient version control, branch merging, portability, efficiency, 
accuracy, and scalability become critical for the long-term development plan. State-of-the-art software 
development and engineering techniques are in high demand for increased code quality and usability. 
Important best practices include licensing, unified software development, version control for software and 
data, as well as Continuous Integration (CI) and Continuous Delivery (CD) solutions. Our fully integrated 
software and data infrastructure is designed with 1) a clear and transparent license structure for software 
and data, 2) well-documented and continuously tested examples and benchmarks, and 3) a significant 
reduction of development time through fast and automated status reports on the software's health.  
 
2   Project Progress on version control and CI/CD for AWP-ODC-OS 
Our project builds a unified and continuous software development infrastructure for AWP-ODC-OS. This is  
to systematically introduce state-of-the-art software engineering techniques and tools for increased code 
quality and usability. This includes: unification of code branches, version control for software and data, 
continuous development, and adoption of AWP-ODC-OS to emerging many-core architectures. 
 
2.1 Version Control for Software and Data 

 

 
 
Figure 1. Illustration of AWP-ODC-OS's software repository. All developers solely commit to the single develop 
branch (red arrows). Tested and stable states of develop are merged into master. Important states of the master 
branch are named as tags, e.g., 18.4.0. 
 

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the design of the AWP-ODC-OS software repository follows a minimal-branch and 
“commit early, commit often” policy. Changes are pushed to the single development branch, while stable 
versions are periodically merged into the master branch. This version control view is relevant for data 
repositories, providing input for continuous development, and example input and example output.  
 
We have initiated the public data repository and assemble continuous development setups, including input 
and output for multiple verification benchmarks. 
 
2.2 CI/CD Development 
The testing pipelines implemented are triggered by the developers' commits to either AWP-ODC-OS's 
software or data repository (Fig. 2). The pipelines are separated by commonly used tool-chains on 
homogeneous (CPU) and heterogeneous (GPU) computer architectures. The infrastructure targets 
portability through support of a broad set of tool-chains, where we integrated the open-source tool-chains, 
as well as the proprietary tools. The data repository is independent of the software repository to 1) foster 
separation of data and software, and 2) provide a separation between AWP-ODC-OS’s BSD 2-Clause 
software license and respective waivers for data. In addition, the data repository uses Git Large File Storage 
(LFS), which extends Git with pointers for large files. 
 
The first stage of tests implemented are sanity checks using either unit tests or simplified examples. These 
checks include technical sanity checks through static code analysis, memory debuggers, and undefined 
behavior sanitizers. Once the sanity checks passed, our continuous delivery pipelines perform automated 
verification runs. If completed successfully, the output of the verification runs, typically synthetics, are 
compared to a reference solution. The reference solution is a previously computed and trusted solution of 
AWP-ODC-OS.  
 

We set up a continuous integration and delivery pipeline using the open-source continuous-delivery server 
GoCD2 (Apache License 2.0). GoCD runs agents on two of our local high performance computing (HPC) 
nodes, providing local resources, including four M2090 NVIDIA GPUs and an Intel Xeon Phi Knights 

                                                   
2 https://www.gocd.org/ 
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Landing CPU. The Knights landing CPU hardware died lately, we were preparing to move all of our pipeline 
data to version control, which hadn’t completed when the hardware crash happened. This work will be 
continued in Phase II of the project. 

 

 
 
Figure 2. Continuous integration and delivery of AWP-ODC-OS. Commits to the public Git repository 
automatically trigger a suite of parallel and sequential tests, which increase in rigor as tests are passed. 
Public release occurs after the completion of output verification, in which a representative set of simulations 
are run and compared to reference solutions, preparing for public release. Future plan is to deploy the 
software to SCEC community and public users.  
 

The advantages of the GoCD over typical hosted solutions: 1. Serve high resource requirements of an HPC 
application through dedicated hardware. 2. Supports special resource requirements, e.g., dedicated GPUs. 
3. Extends to HPC resources and cloud infrastructure. 
 
2.3 Automated and Remote Verification 
The continuous delivery pipelines can be run automatically on two XSEDE (Extreme Science and 
Engineering Discovery Environment) resources machines: TACC Stampede-2 and SDSC Comet. While 
the agents on our local resources build and execute AWP-ODC-OS directly, these remote agents handle 
transfers, trigger compilation on login-nodes and submit batch-jobs to HPC resources. 
 
2.4 Pipelines as Code 
The implemented deployment pipelines’ core features are summarized as follows: 

1. Commits to the public repositories trigger tests, which inform the user on the current health of the 
software 

2. Pipelines are end-to-end: User pushes a commit and receives post-processed feedback, e.g., 
visualizations 

3. Tests increase in complexity and hardware requirements; further tests begin only after initial tests 
are passed 

4. Deployment pipelines for AWP-ODC-OS use the open source software GoCD: Allows us to 
customize and extend our workflows 

5. Local server manages the execution of the pipelines (see below) and schedules work to other 
entities, possibly remote machines 

 
The current CI/CD pipelines as part of the server configuration in GoCD’s native XML-format3. This XML-
format is challenging to understand for new users and does not generalize to other SCEC software 
products, since it mixes the setup of the server with the setup actual CI/CD pipelines. In the future, we will 
use templatized YAML-configurations over the current XML-format for increased human-readability. YAML 

                                                   
3 https://docs.gocd.org/current/configuration/configuration_reference.html 
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is the de facto standard for continuous integration, supported by the commercial providers Travis CI4 and 
Buildkite5, but also the open source packages GoCD and Jenkins (alpha version). 
 
3 Outlook: Automated verification using both XSEDE and Cloud Resources 
 
The current implementation use time-based trigger, e.g. every week, and run resource-heavy wave 
propagation benchmark. This introduces the significant challenge in benchmarks which requires multiple 
nodes, typically available on HPC resource. To address portability and flexibility, a solution is to utilize the 
light-weight access layer for distributed computing infrastructure, SAGA-Python (Simple API for Grid 
Applications, MIT License)6. SAGA-Python provides system-independent wrappers for system-specific 
tools, with a single high-level description of the job to be translated by SAGA-Python to system-specific job-
scripts. The Python-scripts are developed for the verification work-loads, using SAGA-Python. The scripts 
are part of integrated GoCD verification-pipelines, for performing automated, remote verification on 
Stampede 2 (Xeon Phi Knights Landing) and Comet (NVIDIA P100). Our infrastructure targets portability 
through support of a broad set of tool-chains and architectures; this support extends to open-souce and 
proprietary toolchains, as well as CPU, manycore, and GPU architectures. We emphasize that our 
proposed project relies on commercial cloud solutions for maximum availability and flexibility for testing on 
production-environment hardware. 
 
Our plan is to transfer the initial continuous software development infrastructure for AWP-ODC-OS to a 
service, ready for use by SCEC’s entire software stack. Targets are extensibility and scalability of the 
respective continuous integration and delivery processes, ready for broad use by SCEC’s community 
modeling environments. Demanding examples are the CyberShake project, the Broadband Platform, or the 
Unified Community Velocity Model. Our goal is to promote infrastructure-reuse within SCEC by separating 
the pipeline-specifications from the actual CI/CD-software, so that the CyberShake modeling environment 
and future projects, for example, will be able to add custom pipelines to this server configuration. 
 
Traditional CI/CD has workers or agents, which run their workload on the same hardware. While this robust 
software development continuously covers a variety of machine architectures, operating systems and 
toolchains, we anticipate that cloud infrastructure with bootstrapped agent installation will allow for rapid 
increase in available, server-level compute power. We have recently demonstrated the technical feasibility 
of public cloud resources (AWS and GCP) for large scale high performance computing workloads through 
hardware-aware techniques (Breuer et al., 2019). Cloud solutions are the best-available approach to tackle 
a high amount of diversity in the computational hardware, while offering tailored and configurable machines. 
Further, restrictive access and job policies of national supercomputing infrastructure typically prohibits the 
automated scheduling of jobs, triggered by contributions to public repositories.  
 
To match our computational demands by using elastic agents on cost-efficient spot instances7 in the public 
cloud, we plan to launch instances in the cloud in the near future and run the respective tasks with matching 
instance and image settings. Once the tasks are completed, the agents are destroyed, and the agents’ 
instances will be released back to the cloud. This will minimize response times for the pipelines and avoids 
the presence idle resources, commonly occurring, when using static agents. The cloud software stack 
includes: 1) scripts for setting up server machine images in the AWS cloud and the GCP, 2) scripts for 
setting up CentOS-based agent machine images in AWS and GCP, 3) scripted YAML-pipelines, 4) the 
server configuration and setups, as well as customized plugins for spawning elastic agents in AWS and 
GCP. 
 
 
5   References 
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